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List of components:

A

B

1x Bin light Universal UTI harness

C

D

5x Cable ties
45min

2x LED hard strip lights

1

2x OEM splices

NOT included: Mounting brackets or adhesive glue (Sikaflex-glue recommended).

Proper use:
Installation of the Bin light Universal UTI harness must be done by a specialist workshop or
an appropriately qualified technician. Read all of the instructions carefully before fitting.
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Fitting instructions:
The Bin light Universal UTI harness (A) (“the harness”) should be routed underneath the
vehicle and secured fastly using the cable ties (C) provided.
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i. Disconnect the earth terminal (Black) from the vehicle’s battery. Not doing so can
lead to injury or damage the vehicle’s electrical system.
ii. Connect the ring terminal (labelled +12V) from the harness onto the battery (Red).
iii. “Earth” the harness by connecting the wiring (labelled Earth) to the vehicle using an
existing bolt & screw found on the vehicle.
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Route the harness wires underneath the vehicle body toward the taillights.
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Figure 1.1 Underside of vehicle
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i. Remove 2x taillights (left and right)
ii. Remove the connectors from both light clusters.
iii. Test all of the functions (below) on the light cluster connectors on the right and left
side of the vehicle. Remember to use your test light.

Function

Car wire colour

Tail Light - Left
Brakes Light - Left
Indicator - Left
Tail Light - Right
Brake Light - Right
Indicator - Right

iv. Splice the wiring (points labelled RH and LH) into the light clusters of the vehicle
as per labels on wires using the OEM splices (D). Only use the OEM approved
splice supplied with the harness.
v. Measure the voltage on the harness connector across the ground and power
connection. Check that the voltage is correct and that there is no reverse polarity
present.
vi. Secure the UTI (labelled UTI) on the left or right side of the vehicle using a cable
tie.
vii. Refit both taillights.
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Figure 1.2 Underside of vehicle
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i. Route the harness wiring (labelled LH Bin Light “Left” and RH Bin Light “Right”)
back towards the cab of the vehicle.
ii. Find the opening in the corner of the bin closest to the cab and route the harness
upwards towards the bin of the vehicle.
iii. Run the wires (labelled LH Bin Light “Left” and RH Bin Light “Right”) from the
corners to the preferred position of the LED hard strip lights (B) (“the bin lights”).
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i. Mount the bin lights on both
sides of the vehicle’s bin,
underneath the lip of the bin
(above the wheels), using
brackets or adhesive glue.
ii. Connect the harness (LH Bin
Light and RH Bin Light) to
both bin lights.

LH/RH
Bin
Light
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RH Bin Light
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Routing of harness
underneath vehicle

Figure 2. Load bin
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Reconnect the "Earth" terminal (Black) to the vehicle’s battery.
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i. Test both bin lights to ensure they work correctly by opening the vehicle using the
remote. Both lights should turn on and switch off automatically after 60 seconds.
ii. After fitting the harness check that the vehicles’ indicators, lights, fog lights, brake
lights and reverse lights are working.
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Secure the harness underneath the vehicle using the cable ties provided.
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i. Complete all the information on the back of these fitting instructions.
ii. Store these fitting instructions with the vehicle’s service documentation in the
cubbyhole/glove compartment.
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Terms of use
All claims under the warranty will lapse in the event of improper use or modification
of the Bin light UTI harness or any of its components. We accept no liability for any
errors/omissions within the fitting instructions. All details & illustrations are
non-binding.

Fitment Centre/Dealer Information:

Vehicle VIN nr:

Fitter name:
Signature:

Supervisor:
Signature:

Should you require any technical assistance please contact Derick Kunz:

012 804 1607 • 072 023 6344 • tech@sactec.co.za

